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ABSTRACT 
We give a simple proof of a discreteconvexity lemma to be used in the proof of 
sufficiency of the so-called interlacing inequalities for invariant factors. Two generali- 
zations of the lemma are also proven. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Assume that two sequences (0~~) and (&) are given, where, for each 
integer i, ai and & are nonzero polynomials over an arbitrary field F, 
satisfying 
at =/I, = 1 for ig0, 
a, divides (ri + I and pi divides j3, + 1. 
For a fixed integer n define a function s 4 D(S) by 
tl+s 
D(S) := c deg(lcm{ol,-,,,&)), 
f-1 
for any integer s > 1 - n, where deg and lcm stand for the degree and the 
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least common multiple of polynomials over F. Then we have 
LEMMA. The function D is convex jii s 2 1 - n. 
Here, the expression “D is convex” means that 2 D( s + 1) < D(s) + 
D( s + 2) for all relevant integer values of s. 
In [3, 41 this lemma is the key step in the proof of sufficiency of the 
so-called interlacing inequalities for the similarity invariant factors of square 
matrices over F. The proof given in [3, 41 (see Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 
4.2 of [3]) is difficult, and it is based on nonelementary analytical tools. To 
prove the sufficiency of the interlacing inequalities R. C. Thompson [S, 
Lemma 31 used an elementary, though very long and difficult, argument that 
does not involve directly the concept of convexity (cf. Thompson’s comments 
in [6]). 
In Section 2 we give a simple proof of the above lemma. Section 3 
contains a generalization and a generalized continuous version of the lemma. 
2. A SIMPLE PROOF 
Let (a i) and ( bi) be two nondecreasing sequences of nonnegative integers 
defined for i E Z, such that u0 = b,, = 0. We claim that the function A given 
by 
A(S) = C sup{ ai- bi} jii s>l-n 
i=l 
is convex. To prove this, let 6(t) be the jump function defined by 
8(t) = 1 0 if t<o, 1 if t20. 
For any integer c > 0 we have c = Xz_ i 6( c - v). Therefore 
A(S) = f “i’S(sup{ ai-ss, bi} - V). 
o-l i=l 
Now we define, for each integer v > 0, A o = SUP{ j : u j < v } ad B, = 
sup{j: bj < v} (it may happen A, = + co or B, = + 00). It is easily seen that 
G(sup{ ui_s5, b,} - v) = S(i - inf{ A, +2s, B,} - 1). 
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On the other hand, for any positive integers m and r, C: i S(i - r) = 
sup(0, m + 1 - r }. This formula also holds for r = + co. Therefore 
A(s)= f “i’G(i-inf{A,+&,&} -1) 
o-l i=l 
= E sup{O,n-s-A,,n+s-B,}. 
o=l 
The convexity of A is now obvious. 
To prove the introductory lemma we recall the localization technique 
used in [3, p. 471. Let 7r be an irreducible polynomial over F. Denote by a: 
(by) the maximum of all integers u such that TT~ divides ai (rU divides pi). 
We then have deg(Icm{ ai, /3,}) = C,deg(a)sup{ a:, b”}, where r runs over 
the set of irreducible polynomials. Therefore D(s) = i,deg( r )A,( s), where 
A,,(s) is given by 
The convexity of A, was established above. Therefore D is convex. 
3. TWO GENERALIZATIONS 
In this section 9’ denotes an arbitrary subset of W”. We let E = 
W u { - co, + co}. The conventions involving f co and the general results on 
convex functions are taken from [l]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A function f: 9 -+ w is said to be 9convex if fcan be 
extended to a convex function f: R m + w. 
Asubset Eof YXR iscalled 9qiconver ifthefunction h,:.Ydk 
defined by hE( s) = inf{ a E W : ( SI_OL) E E } is 9convex. 
The combo hull of f: .Y + R!, denoted convf, is the supremum of alI 
convex functions g : R m + ?i such that g d f over 9 (cf. [ 1, pp. 36-371). 
Obviously, f is 9convex iff f = conv f over Y. 
The convex huh of f: 9 + w is given, for each x E R m, by the expression 
i 
m+l m+l 
convf(r)=inf C h&x,):x= C X,x,, f(x,)<+co, Xi>0 , 
i-l i-l I 
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where the i&mum is taken over all expressions of x as a convex combination 
of m+l vectors xi~9’, such that f(ri)<+cc and Xi>0 for i=l,..., 
m + 1. (This is an easy consequence of [l, Corokuy 17.1.31. In that result of 
[l] the restriction to proper convex functions may be omitted if the condition 
“fi‘(xi) < + 00 for Xi > 0” is added.) Therefore, we have 
F: Y --, E is Yxonuex if and only if 
Ill+1 
F(S) < C AiF 
i=l 
foranys,s, ,..., s,+,EYsuchthat 
@I+1 
s = c AiSi 
i=l 
is a conua combination with positive coefficients and 
F(s,) < +oo, i=l,...,m+l. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
(3.1) 
(3.2a) 
(3.2b) 
(i) f: 9 -*lw is Spconufzx iff the restriction of f to any finite subset 
.T c 9, with no mMe than m + 2 elements, is .%onuer. 
(ii) Zf f and g are 9knuex functions, then a f + fig is Yxonuex for any 
nonnegatiue a and /ll, whenever the expression af(s) + ,8g(s) is well defined 
(00 - 00 not allowed) for all s E Y. 
(iii) Let E be a measure space, with a positive measure p (cj: [2]). 
Assume we are given a fin&on $: Y X E --, [0, + 001, such that $(e, t) is 
9kon~ex for almost every t, and #(s, - > is measurable for evey s in 9’. Then 
the j&&m I : 9’ -+ [0, 4 co], defined by 
z(s)= j’$rt)d~W 
Proof. All these properties are easy consequences of (3.1)-(3.2). The 
simple technical details on measure and integration may be found in [2]. n 
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Given two functions G : 9’ X Z --t [0, + co] and W : 9’ + 
ZU{ -co,+co},letusdefineanewfunction F:Y+W byformula 
F(s) = c G(O), (3.3) 
0 <i G W(s) 
with the convention that F(s) = 0 if W(s) Q 0. 
THEOREM 3.3. The function F is Yknrvex whenever G and W satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(a) W is %convex; 
(b) for each red v, the level set {(s, i): G(s, - i) < v} is ._%piconvex; 
(c) for each s, G(s, i) is rwndecreasing with respect to i. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that W is a nonnega- 
tive function and that G(s, i) = 0 for i < 0. Moreover, by Proposition 3.2, we 
may assume that Y is finite. 
In the first place we prove the theorem in case W is finite over 9. Then 
the set V= {G(s,i):igW(s),sEY} is finite. We let V= {vo,...,t$}, 
where 0 = v, < . . - < vp < + co. Condition (c) implies that 
G(s,i) = i (vk- q_i)G(G(s,i) - q). 
k-l 
(3.4) 
Here, we have extended c?(t) to infinite values of t in the obvious way and 
have adopted thy less obvious convention S(co - co) = 1. For 1~ k d p 
define Hk: 9 -+ W by HL(s) = inf{i: G(s, -i) < ok}. It is easy to see that 
S(G(s,i)-v,)=$i+H,(s)-1). 
Therefore, by (3.3), (3.4), and the fact that Hk(s) d 0 we get 
F(s)= i (vk-ok-l) c 6(i+H,(+l) 
k-l O<i<W(s) 
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Condition (b) means that Hk is an Sconvex function. Therefore F is 
Sconvex as well. 
To prove the theorem in the general case, let s, si,. . . , s,+ 1 satisfy (3.2). 
We have to prove (3.1). 
If W(sj) < + co for all j, then W(s) < + co by the Sconvexity of W. By 
the previous case F is { s, si, . . . , s, + 1 }-convex, and thus (3.1) holds. 
NowassumethatW(s,)=+ooforsomeuE{1,...,m+1}.AsF(s,)~ 
+ 00, we have G(s,, i) = 0 for alI i. Therefore HL(s,) = - 00 for all k. As Hk 
is Pconvex and X, > 0 we have Hk(s) = - 00. This implies G(s, i) = 0 for 
all i, and so F(s) = 0. Then (3.1) holds, because F is nonnegative. n 
Our last result is a continuous version of Theorem 3.3. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let g : 9 x W -+a and w : 9’ -+w satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(a) w is C!%x?nvex; 
(p) for almost every real v, the level set {(s, t): g(s, -t)< v} is 
S%piconvex; 
(y) for each s E Y, g(s, t) in a nondecreasing function of t and 
g(s, t) = 0 for t < 0. 
Then the function f: 9’ + fi, 
f(x) = Jo”“‘p(“, t) dt, 
is 9bnvex. 
Proof. We firstly consider the case when w is finite over Y. For any 
v> 0 define h,: 9’+08 by h,(r)=inf{t: g(x, -t) < v}. By (p) h, is 
Pconvex for almost every v. For a fixed x, g(x, t) is an almost everywhere 
right continuous function with respect to t. If t,, is a point at which g(x, -) is 
right continuous, then it is easy to see that S( g(r, to) - v) = S(t,, + h,(x)). 
Therefore 
By Fubini’s theorem [2, p. 1501 we may reverse the order of integration. Thus 
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By Proposition 3.2(iii) f is .%onvex. 
To prove the theorem in the general case, let s, sl,. . . , s, + 1 satisfy (3.2). 
To show that (3.1) holds, we may use the same argument as in the last part of 
the proof of Theorem 3.3, with the obvious technical changes. We omit the 
details. n 
We are indebted to the referee fm infnming us that there is an unpub- 
lished proof of the interlacing theorem in a munumipt by P. Y. Cheng, 
“Znten!ucing divisibility of similarity invariant factors and its applications, ” 
Dissertation, Univ. of Califmia at Davis, 1978. 
Z wish to thank Professor Mariu Nazart! Lopes for helpful comments on 
the subject mutter of this note. 
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